Catastrophe Is Not Necessary for the Changes to Come
So then might your feet walk even as His walked. So you might be caught up on the
clouds to be with Him as those changes would take place. As this earth would be seen
even as a piece of clay in the hand of the Master, that it may be crushed, that it may be
re-formed, remolded. Might not that vessel that would express further the beauty of God
be pounded first into that ball of clay, then flattened, then brought into perfect shape by
the skilled hands of the Master.
See then that this earth, not for punishment, but for perfection, would be crushed then
beneath the heel of His hand. Those then who have prepared themselves, have
become the vessels, the instruments, would they not be caught up even in the ethers,
then, waiting with Him? Becoming then the bride of Christ, marrying self. And in the
marriage, would not the two become one. And as this ball of clay then again is set
spinning in its portion of the universe, then would not your spirits, those that have been
perfected, gather about, bringing a new heaven and a new earth.
Oh that we might lift the scales from your eyes and see that.that we look forward to
even on this plane. And there is here such anticipation, such longing. And so many
have gathered in this Presence at this moment seeking that we urge you that you would
express Him, the vibrations, even now, the perfection. That there might not be the
waiting, but that the Son of God would come in the clouds. Even so, come Lord Jesus.
Then allow that that day might come now, for there is untold beauty waiting to unfold
that might be expressed through you if you would so give self to His expression. Then
be it so. See the beauty that would awaken if there would be the expression of the
Christ in this world in this day. Be it in that manner….
…… And as the Christ would begin to manifest through this earth, so these human
bodies would be torn apart and perfected by such great a vibration, such walking with
Him, so then would Spirit project itself into this earth that it be remolded and raised.
Then look for His coming. Look up often into the clouds, into the sky, onto His stars, and
see the Light as it would come. Already forming in the cloud about the earth is His
Presence. Look up often. Look up often into His face. Look up into awareness of the
closeness of the Father, of the Spirit of all of this universe.
And those who have gathered even from other planes, from other planets, they wait just
beyond the borders of your atmosphere. Sitting then, available to express Him in this
time and waiting to swarm down into this atmosphere expressing His love, expressing
His presence, and attempting to raise the vibrations and set aright the axis of this earth
that it may so perfectly express the wisdom, the Presence of God.
And those out of balance, those not given to God, will they not be destroyed? Will they
not cry from the rocks of the mountains? (Rev. 6:15) That these bodies be re-perfected,
re-molded, remade in His own image.
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Then begin that work in this day that it not be necessary to be brought about through
these catastrophes, these changes. That these would not be brought about by being
wrenched in the twain by such energy, such forces coming. But thou art given all that
you would need for the perfection of these bodies, for the raising of your level of
vibration to His Presence. Then so do. Express Him in this world until He come.
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